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ceramic wall tile

shown: 325 4x4 fawn, 323/M1/2x1/2 desert, T24B1 12x12 beige (time/2.0 natural)
shown on front: 311 3x6 dorian, 518/L3x6 ivy shadow gray listello

This signature wall tile offering combines the best features of the former Bright and
Matte programs and the existing Streamline series with upgrades in formats and the
hottest new colors for inspired interior design.
Available formats are: 3x6 4x4 and 4x16 along with necessary trim shapes to
complete any commercial or residential installation, including cove base and quarter
round corners. The 4x4 and 4x16 are modular to each other and the 3x6 and 4x4
sizes now coordinate with our glass and stone items. The bold statement of the 4x16
pushes the envelope with an eye on future trends. While larger rectangle shapes can
be challenging to install with a full 50% offset due to lippage, the new Streamline is
compatible with popular brick patterns.*
From a super-clean, crisp white (arctic) to the strong, dark grey (gunmetal), the color
range is a mix of strong earthy and classic colors paired to create one contemporary
line. Streamline represents a broad range of colors being used by interior designers
right now with a new ten-color palette (7 gloss & 3 matte).
Equally exciting is the immense decorative offering selected to inspire any space.
Keeping the best-selling, existing Ivy and Jewel listellos in an expanded color offering
we then added trims like Pencils but kicked them up a notch with bold new colors.
We have also added mixed glass mosaics and 3 dimensional listellos.
GREENGUARD certified, the new and expanded Streamline series will be perfect for
residential or commercial interior wall and countertop applications. This line is going
to be the go-to line for designers, contractors and distributors waiting for the freshest
wall tile program to make their next project a huge success.
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ceramic wall tile

arctic
buff
camo
dorian
earth
fawn
gunmetal

3x6

4x4

4 x 16
shown: 310 3x6 arctic, 310/CR1.75x6 arctic chair rail,
310/L1x6 arctic jewel listello

colors

310 arctic 3x6

320 buff 3x6

350 camo 3x6

311 dorian 3x6

330 earth 3x6

325 fawn 3x6

312 gunmetal 3x6

310 arctic 4x4

320 buff 4x4

350 camo 4x4

311 dorian 4x4

330 earth 4x4

325 fawn 4x4

312 gunmetal 4x4

310 arctic 4x16

320 buff 4x16

350 camo 4x16

311 dorian 4x16

330 earth 4x16

325 fawn 4x16

312 gunmetal 4x16

410 arctic 3x6 matte

420 buff 3x6 matte

411 dorian 3x6 matte

410 arctic 4x4 matte

420 buff 4x4 matte

411 dorian 4x4 matte

410 arctic 4x16 matte

420 buff 4x16 matte

411 dorian 4x16 matte

shown: 411 3x6 dorian matte
411/L1/2x6 dorian liner matte
519A/L2x6 gemstone cool listello
312 3x6 gunmetal
312/L1/2x6 gunmetal liner
T2761 12x12 grey (time/2.0 polished)

shown: 330 4x16 earth
395/M1/2x1/2 monsoon
shown: streamline

glass mosaics

352/M1/2x1/2 tropical

liners

310/L1/2x6 arctic

410/L1/2x6 artic matte

350/L1/2x6 camo

330/L1/2x6 earth

320/L1/2x6 buff

420/L1/2x6 buff matte

325/L1/2x6 fawn

312/L1/2x6 gunmetal

311/L1/2x6 dorian

411/L1/2x6 dorian matte

385/L1/2x6 royal

355/L1/2x6 envy

375/L1/2x6 cardinal

305/L1/2x6 noir

310/CR1.75x6 arctic

410/CR1.75x6 arctic matte

320/CR1.75x6 buff

420/CR1.75x6 buff matte

311/CR1.75x6 dorian

411/CR1.75x6 dorian matte

350/CR1.75x6 camo

330/CR1.75x6 earth

325/CR1.75x6 fawn

312/CR1.75x6 gunmetal

340/L1/2x6 curry

323/M1/2x1/2 desert

chair rails

313/M1/2x1/2 polar

395/M1/2x1/2 monsoon

shown: 410 4x4 arctic matte
355/L1/2x6 envy liner, 352/M1/2x1/2 tropical

wave listello

310/L3x6 arctic

ivy listello

410/L3x6 arctic matte
518/L3x6 ivy shadow gray

538/L3x6 ivy shadow beige

gemstone listello

320/L3x6 buff

420/L3x6 buff matte
519A/L2x8 cool

519B/L2x8 warm

jewel listello

311/L3x6 dorian

350/L3x6 camo

330/L3x6 earth

411/L3x6 dorian matte

310/L1x6 artic

320/L1x6 buff

311/L1x6 dorian

350/L1x6 camo

325/L1x6 fawn

330/L1x6 earth

325/L3x6 fawn

312/L3x6 gunmetal

312/L1x6 gunmetal

shown: 420 4x16 buff matte
420/CR1.75x6 buff matte chair rail
313/M1/2x1/2 polar
28260/M12 blue oasis (cliffsideHDP)

shown: 350 3x6 camo
350/L3x6 camo wave listello

Typical Uses
Streamline ceramic tile is appropriate for all residential and commercial
wall and countertop applications.
Nominal Size1
3x6
4x4
4 x 16

Trim
Available
Name

Metric (cm) Pcs./Sq Ft2
7.5 x 15
8
10 x 10
9
10 x 40
2.25

These values may vary from lot to lot.
These values are based on actual sizes
including the grout joint. 		

1

2

Shape

SKU

Nominal Size

Metric (cm)

Bullnose

S4369

3” x 6”

7.5 x 15

Bullnose

S4639

6” x 3”

15 x 7.5

Outside
Corner

SN4339

3” x 3”

7.5 x 7.5

			
ASTM
Properties1 (Wall)

Bullnose

S4449

4” x 4”

10 x 10

Coefficient of Friction2
C-1028
Varies
				 Varies

Dry 0.7
Wet 0.4

Durability Classification3 C1027

Class I

Bullnose
Corner

SN4449

4” x 4”

10 x 10

Bullnose

S44G9

4” x 16”

10 x 40.5

Cove
Base

S3689

6” x 8”

15 x 20

Cove Base
Corner

OC3169

6” x 1”

15 x 2.5

310 arctic, 311 dorian, 320 buff,
410 arctic matte

Quarter
Round

A106

3/4” x 6”

1.9 x 15

310 arctic, 311 dorian, 320 buff,
410 arctic matte

Quarter
Round Cap
Corner

AZ106

3/4” x 3/4”

1.9 x 1.9

310 arctic, 311 dorian, 320 buff,
410 arctic matte
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Color Variations

Color reproductions in this printed piece may vary from actual tile colors.
Final selection should be made from an actual tile samples.

N/A

Results

				

N/A

				

250 lbs. 150 lbs. avg.

Glaze Hardness
Break Strength
310 arctic, 311 dorian, 320 buff,
410 arctic matte

ANSI

Mohs Scale
C-648

				

Water Absorption

C-373

<0.5%

4 Mohs

<14%

				

4 x 16 (8mm) 3 x 6 • 4 x 4 (7.3mm)

Thickness

resistance to scratches and stains.

* 50% offset brick patterns have unique installation challenges
regardless of the tile selected. Substrates need to be completely flat
and wash lighting is not recommended. A larger grout joint should also
be considered. See the latest TCNA Handbook for Tile Installation for
tips on brick patterns.

Streamline
Streamline
ceramic tile
Special Note

4 x 4 Streamline is modular with 4 x 16 when using a 2mm grout joint.
This requires a 1 mm spacer between the pieces.
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